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PRIMES IN ARITHMETIC PROGRESSION
AND UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION

M. A. WODZAK

(Communicated by Dennis A. Hejhal)

Abstract. Let f be an entire, non-polynomial function with real coefficients.

Let p run through the primes such that p = h mod k, (h,k) = 1, and let

M > 1 . If there exists a 6 (1, 4/3) such that \f(z)\ < exp((log|z|)a) for all

\z\ > M, then the sequence {/(/»)} is uniformly distributed modulo 1.

In [1], R. C. Baker, improving on earlier results of Rauzy [3] and Rhin [4],

demonstrated that if the function / had the following properties:

Property 1. y is entire,

Property 2. / is non-polynomial,
Property 3. /(R) C R,
Property 4.   There exists a = q(/) e (1,4/3), such that  |/(z)| <
exp((log|z|)a) for all complex z of sufficiently large modulus,

then the sequences {fin)} and {/(p)}, where n and p run through the natural

numbers and the primes respectively, are both uniformly distributed modulo 1.
It is known that the 4/3 in Property 4 may not be replaced by any number greater
than 2, but it is not yet known if it may be increased to any other number less

than 2. The following expands on the above result of Baker in as much as it

demonstrates:

Theorem. If f satisfies Properties 1-4 and {p} is the sequence of primes such
that p = h mod k, (A, k) = 1, then the sequence {f(p)} is uniformly dis-
tributed modulo 1.

Before proving the theorem , we need the following:

Lemma. If f satisfies Properties 1-4, then so does fg where

feiz) = fiz) + Oz,       öe(-l,l).

That this function satisfies Properties 1-3 is obvious, and its satisfaction of
Property 4 is shown by simple calculation. (Of course, the distribution modulo

1 of {fxictj)}, a} e 1, is exactly that of {/^-^»(a,)} for any real x.)
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It is apparent in the proof of the theorem that if the 4/3 in Baker's theorem
should, at any point in the future, be increased to some other number less than

2, then the uniform distribution of {f(p)} would automatically follow.
Throughout the remainder of this note, we will use the notation a =cb to

denote a = b mod c and e(x) to denote exp(27n';c).

Proof of Theorem. Demonstrating that  {f(p)}ps h  is uniformly distributed

modulo 1 is, by Weyl's Criterion, the equivalent of showing

lim Í5f^ Y eilfiß)) = 0,    for each / € N.
p<N
P=kh

To this end we note that

S:= £ eilfiP))
p<N
P=kh

9(k)

Ee(lf(p))-¿mExj(p)x-j(h)
p<N Vy   ' j=\

where the x are the Dirichlet Characters  mod k.
Clearly, there is some particular character x such that

S< 5>(/(/u>))*(p)
p<N

|Ep<iV, (p,k)=xe(lf(P)) X principal,

2ZP<N, {p,k)=le(lf(p)yi2ZallXi(a)e(-p)\   otherwise,

where kx e (1, k] divides k and x is induced by X\ m°d kx. It is well known
(see, for example, [2], Theorem 7.4.4) that the Gauss sum

fci

T*. = ^2xi(m)eim/kx)
m=\

has modulus \fkx. Thus,

2Z„<Ne(lf(p))
S<

+ k X principal,

<kx'2

\ZP<Ne(lf(P))T-fr Eli Xx(a)e (-£p) | + k3>2   otherwise,

S/(//w-^) + k3/2   for some 6=1,

And so

]im^S<kx/2liml0èN
tf-»oo     N W—cc      JV

i;'('(/-* w))
p<N

+ k3/2lim1-^.
N->oo     N

Now, by the lemma and Baker's theorem,   {f-b/ki(p)}  is uniformly dis-

tributed mod 1 for all -b/kl, which is equivalent to the statement that

lim ^ £ e(n(f_h(j>)) = 0   for each n e N.

p<N
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In particular, the limit vanishes when n = I.   O

Remark. In the much simpler though related case of indexing with an arithmetic
sequence in its entirety, it is apparent that f^^ defined by

fh<k(z) = f(kz + h),       h,ke®,

satisfies Properties 1-4 if / does, and so, under those conditions, {f(n)}nm h =

{f(mk + h)} is also uniformly distributed mod 1. Moreover, the reader may
easily verify that under the same hypotheses, yet more uniformly distributed
sequences will be produced if / is indexed with such sequences as {nm} and
{pm} where m e N is constant.
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